Impact of hydrophobic micron ellipsoids on liquid surfaces.
Hydrophobic spheres may exhibit three impact modes after impacting the liquid surface. For the impact of common non-spherical particles in practical processes, particle shape affects the flow of surrounding fluid and forces acting on them, thus the impact behaviors of non-spherical particles may differ from those of spherical particles and remain to be revealed. The impact of hydrophobic micron ellipsoidal particles is numerically studied by solving the coupled equations of particle motion and surrounding fluid flow combining VOF method and dynamic meshing technique. The motion characteristics of the ellipsoids and fluids, and the main forces acting on the ellipsoids during impact are analyzed. The increase in the axis ratio (AR) of ellipsoid decreases the surface tension and fluid force, resulting in a smaller total force acting on the ellipsoid. Correspondingly, the ellipsoid's impact behavior changes. An impact-mode phase diagram is presented for the studied ellipsoids. Three impact modes, namely, submergence, rebound, and oscillation, exist when AR > 0.8, while only submergence and oscillation exist when AR ≤ 0.8. The critical velocities decrease with the increase in AR, which is well illustrated by the analysis of energy conversion under critical conditions.